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#KeepNYCSchoolsOpen Supporters Rally at City Hall Tomorrow, Demand 
the Immediate Reopening of New York City Middle and High Schools 
 
New York City—Tomorrow, the #KeepNYCSchoolsOpen movement will hold a 1:00 p.m. 
rally outside of City Hall. The group demands the immediate reopening of New York City 
public middle and high schools to the 145,000 students who have been learning in and 
have opted into them since September. This week, ten similar protests have happened 
in cities across the country, signaling the growing parent concern about school closures 
which fly in the face of expert guidance.  
 
The New York City rally comes after Mayor de Blasio’s decision last Sunday to reopen 
schools the week of December 7, for only 3K-5 students and those special education 
students in District 75. The mayor has yet to release a plan for reopening grades 6-12.  
 
"The announcement last week that schools would be opening to certain students for 
in-person learning was a relief for parents who were blindsided by the sudden closures,” 
said Brooklyn Borough President Eric Adams, who joined a #KeepNYCSchoolsOpen 
press conference demanding the reopening of public schools outside of Gracie Mansion 
on November 25, 2020.  
 
“We know schools are relatively safe, and have a low transmission rate relative to the 
citywide rate. Now is the time to make in-person education an option for the older 
students who are being left behind by the failed implementation of remote learning, who 
are mostly Black and Brown.” 
 
Regular testing in New York City public schools has revealed a 0.28% Covid positivity 
rate across all schools, including 6-12 schools. The Mayor has, correctly, called New 
York City public schools “incredibly safe.” On Sunday, he cited safety concerns for the 
City’s refusal to reopen middle and high school without providing evidence. 
Pediatricians, psychiatrists and mental health experts around the world and in NYC are 
reporting rising rates of depression, anxiety, and self-harm in adolescents. School is an 
essential option for those teens who need it. 
 
Parents demand that leaders consistently make decisions that are informed by public 
health and medical experts. New York City parents are concerned about the mayor’s 
abandonment of a promise of quarterly opt-in opportunities. Parent organizers seek a 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1udL8RR_ziylyNgIuIuJjRRy8kfZwsGTQ-XIKcEm7bSc/edit#


seat at the table for parents from all communities as this and all decisions are made and 
new chapters of this school reopening conversation unfold. 
 
At a City Hall protest in November, organizers hand delivered a petition to the Mayor’s 
office, demanding the immediate reopening of City public schools. To date, the petition 
has amassed over 15,500 signatures from New York City working families from all five 
boroughs representing a diversity of backgrounds. 
 
WHAT: #KeepNYCSchoolsOpen is rallying to demand the immediate reopening of New 
York City public middle and high schools for those students electing in-school learning.  
 
WHEN: December 6, 2020 at 1:00 PM 
 
WHERE: City Hall Park, in front of City Hall. 
 
WHO: Rally participants include teachers, students and New York City public school 
families who support the #KeepNYCSchoolsOpen movement. Speakers include two 
NYC public school teachers, middle and high school parents, and several NYC middle 
school students. 
 
Mia Eisner-Grynberg: (215) 431-0735  
Carly Maready: (917) 797-7922  
Elga Castro (Spanish and English): (917) 405-1548 
KeepNYCSchoolsOpen@gmail.com;  
www.KeepNYCSchoolsOpen.org 
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